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Note – I decided to include both because they tend to work as a team. Mune is never solo,
though if working with a group, Caleb will leave them to it.

1. Where Angels Fear to Fly – Battle Beast – Mune often feels that conflict will revisit
again and again in an endless cycle. Weary as they are of battles, they will step into the
fray to protect that which they care about on pain of physical and psychological torments.

2. The Reckoning – Within Temptation – Speaks towards their (Mune and Caleb’s) resolve
to fight and protect their family (the Clan) their loyalty, even if they are to do so alone.
There will be an end to the fighting, and they will see their family through to the other
side.

3. The Ghost and the Reaper – The Dark Element – This one speaks more towards Caleb
and his cold determination and resolve. Unlike Mune, Caleb does not hesitate to kill. His
heart is chilled by many a conflict and the pull of a trigger—the Reaper as it were. Mune
is the Ghost in this case, and Caleb worries that one day, Mune may become just as
cold.

4. Eye of the Storm – Battle Beast – Caleb and Mune have something about combat that
brings an odd sense of peace. For Mune, it is a place where the past can be let go, and
they can exist only at the moment, to survive and to protect others. That is not to say
Mune enjoys combat. Being a soldier, Caleb feels most alive in the fight. He finds his
equilibrium in the heat of battle and a purpose.

5. Strong – Epica – This one just speaks to me… It speaks about working past anger and
working towards improvement, perfection. Yet, also talks about how no one is complete
(or perfect.) Much of what Mune does is to get past their past, their pain and suffering
and just move forward, to find who it is they are supposed to be outside of that past. In
battle, they exercise balance, not leaning on the Light or the Dark too much, which
means striking that balance in themself, working around all that psychological trauma.
You know… stuff.
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